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Details of Visit:

Author: colin_4
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 5 Sep 2009 17:00
Duration of Visit: 30
Amount Paid: 90
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Indian Palace
Website: http://www.indian-palace.com/
Phone: 02070001908

The Premises:

A very clean flat in a modern block in Grays Inns Road

The Lady:

Ordinary looking Dark Skinned petite Indian girl with a A-cup flat chest and a spotty face. Not ugly
but certainly not a stunner.

The Story:

This girl is not a stunner already, but what makes it worse is she is not even interested in doing her
job properly. She tried to avoid all the direct physical contact, wanted to put on the rubber as soon
as possible, reluctant to have any foreplay, refused to lick and kiss my chest. Although she did offer
reverse oral, she was not comfortable with it at all, and you could smell rubber from her private part.
I don?t think she even cleaned herself properly after her last client.

A complete waste of time.

Avoid!!!

Service Provider's Rebuttal

The establishment writes:

Indian Palace sometimes have bad reports. The way we handle this is to investigate to find out what
is going on. It does not make sense to keep a lady at our place if she is really giving an
unsatisfactory service. Usually, if a lady has done something unsatisfactory, we get emails about it.
This happens a lot with new ladies. The way we investigate is to send tester customers in and see
what they come back with. We send in a few over the course of the week and see what everyone
comes back with before we make a decision about asking the lady to fix her mistakes or to leave
altogether. We always discuss all bad reports with the ladies to find out what is going on as well.
The ladies are also tested over the course of time just to see that everybody is working fairly and
hygienically. People reading some of the ladies rebuttals at Indian Palace must think the ladies are
a bit barmy to go into so much detail. At Indian Palace, we always encourage the ladies to work
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together fairly and as a team. Because most of us make a real effort to do that, it is annoying when
reports are churned out giving one person's negative perception of a service he had and it just
being left like that. The ladies do like to have their say! And Indian Palace encourage them to! Our
health and hygiene rules, although not popular amongst some of our visitors, are there to protect
the ladies at Indian palace and the customers that visit us. Indian Palace really do not want to be
responsible for someone catching an STD or germs then passing it on to someone else. Not to
mention how wrong that is, there is no need for it to happen. The ladies also go to the clinic for
regular check ups to make sure the customers won't catch any kind of germ or disease from them
either. The health and hygiene rules are a two way arrangement.

Priyanka's bad reports have been a concern. When she started she was totally new. She does have
regulars and very positive, complimentary comments from customers about her, which is why she is
still at Indian Palace. When she first started, she did have issues which came from her being
inexperienced. Priyanka did not want to leave Indian Palace and always wanted to improve and be
informed about what she may be doing wrong. We have tested her recently (which came back fine).
She knows about the testing and the reports, so it is unlikely Priyanka would give such an
unsatisfactory service as described in this report. We are not sure about the sincerity of this report.
Priyanka is very clean with regards to cleaning herself after each customer, so what the author said
in this report about that makes us go hummm!
Yes this report did annoy Priyanka. Who says it's not true. And we actually believe her. Why would
someone bother with making this up? We have a few ideas but we are not going to go into it.

Indian Palace
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